A new visual navigation based on visual teach and repeat technique is described in this paper. In this kind of navigation, a robot is controlled to follow a path while it is recording a video. Some keyframes are extracted from the video. The extracted keyframes are called visual path and the interval between each two keyframes is called a segment. Later, the robot uses these keyframes to navigate autonomously to follow the desired path. Funnel lane is a recent method to follow visual paths which was proposed by Chen and Birchfield. The method requires a single camera with no calibration or any further calculations such as Jacobian, homography or fundamental matrix. A qualitative comparison between features coordinates is done to follow the visual path. Although experimental results on ground and flying robots show the effectiveness of this method, the method has some limitations. It cannot deal with all types of turning conditions such as rotations in place. Another limitation is an ambiguity between translation and rotation which in some cases may cause the robot to deviate from the desired path. In this paper, we introduce the sloped funnel lane and we explain how it can overcome these limitations. In addition, some challenging scenarios were conducted on a real ground robot to show that. Also, the accuracy and the repeatability of both methods were compared in two different paths. The results show that sloped funnel lane is superior.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE process of determining a safe and appropriate path from a starting point to a goal point is called navigation. There are variant methods which use different sensors to perform it. Recently, visual navigation methods have been considered by the researchers due to the development of powerful processing modules and the expansion of their applications in mobile robots. These methods are used in both ground [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [15] , [20] , [21] and flying [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [19] autonomous robots.
Regardless of the kind of robots, the visual navigation methods can be categorized into two types [1] : map-based and map-less visual navigation.
Map-based visual navigation methods [18] , [20] , [21] are based on extracting a model of the environment where the robot has to find its location on it. Mohamad Map-less visual navigation methods [16] , [17] , [22] do not need such a model to navigate in the environment. The robot depends on the elements observed in the environment to navigate.
Some navigation methods display the environment with sequential images which characterize the desired path. They are considered as map-less visual navigation methods that are based on visual teach and repeat technique. The main advantages of these methods are scalability, not needing global metric map construction, and simple implementation. The images can be gathered easily from an environment. These methods can have more applications especially for robots with limited memory.
On the other hand, according to the lack of scale and geometric information, following such paths is not easy.
In this paper, our navigation system falls into the category of visual teach and repeat technique. In the teaching phase, the robot is guided to follow a path while recording a video, after that keyframes are extracted from the recorded video to make the visual path. The intervals between two consecutive keyframes are called segments.
In the repeating phase, the robot has to be able to localize its segment and to follow the visual path autonomously. Usually, a method is used to control the robot inside a segment in the visual path and a criterion is defined to switch from a segment to the next segment until reaching the last keyframe. Visual servoing is a well-known technique which is used to control the robot inside a segment. Visual servoing approaches usually need calculations such as Jacobian [3] and homography or fundamental matrix [10] , [11] , [12] .
Another approach is the funnel lane that was proposed by Chen and Birchfield [5] . The robot follows the path by making qualitative comparisons between the features in the teaching phase and the repeating phase. The method does not require any calculation to relate world coordinates to image coordinates or to relate the coordinates between images. Funnel lane assumes that the optical axis of the attached camera is parallel to the heading direction of the robot. A region is determined based on two constraints of each feature. This region is called the funnel lane. The robot tries to move inside this region. Funnel lane has been implemented on ground robot [5] and on quadrotor [2] , [14] , [24] .
Standard funnel lane theory has some limitations. It gives no information about the type of turning which prevents the robot from dealing with some turning conditions such as rotation in place. Another limitation is the ambiguity between translation and rotation which happens when the obtained funnel lane is not narrow enough which can cause the robot to deviate from the desired path.
In this paper, we introduce sloped funnel lane which tries to overcome these limitations. A third constraint is considered by looking at all features together. Two slopes are defined based on this constraint which is used to determine the type of turning and to reduce the ambiguity. Experimental results show the success of this approach.
In the rest of this paper, first, some notations and assumptions are introduced which are used throughout the paper. After that, the method to create the visual path will be discussed. In section IV, we have a brief discussion about the funnel lane concept and its limitations. Then we will explain the sloped funnel lane which is proposed in this paper and we show how the sloped funnel lane overcomes the limitations of the standard funnel lane. After that, experimental examples that show how the proposed sloped funnel lane successfully follows a visual path in which the standard funnel lane failed to follow, is presented. Finally, we will have a conclusion.
II. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In visual navigation systems some assumptions must be considered: enough light exist in the environment, the scene is often static, the environment contains enough texture to extract enough features, there is sufficient overlap between frames and the change of the conditions in the teaching phase and repeating phase does not affect the feature matching process in the repeating phase very much. Some notations are used in this paper as follows: figure 1 shows a video recorded from a path consisting m frames, n keyframes are selected from it and segment i − 1 as shown in the figure is the interval between keyframe i − 1 and keyframe i.
III. VISUAL PATH CREATING
A robot is controlled to follow a path manually while it is recording a video. Some keyframes are selected from the video. The selected keyframes are called visual path. To select these keyframes, features of the first frame are detected and tracked in the video. A keyframe is selected when the percentage of successfully tracked features falls below 50 percent. The process is repeated until reaching the end of the video.
The successfully tracked features in each segment are stored with their coordinates because they are used in the repeating phase.
IV. STANDARD FUNNEL LANE
Standard funnel lane concept was introduced by Chen and Birchfield [5] . The robot is controlled such that it is able to reach a destination image according to the image it receives from its attached camera. The camera optical axis is parallel to the robot heading and its optical axis passes through the axis of rotation of the robot. First, we have a review on standard funnel lane. Then the motion control based on it will be explained.
Suppose that the robot wants to move from current location to location KF i,j . There are some fixed landmarks that are seen in the camera of the robot in both locations as shown in figure 2. Suppose we have both current image and the destination keyframe image and the origin of the feature's coordinates is at the intersection of the optical axis and the image plane. If the robot goes forward in a straight line with the same heading direction as that of KF i,j , the point u c will move away from the origin of the feature's coordinates toward u j , when the robot reaches the destination point u c will reach u j .
Definition 1: A funnel lane of a fixed landmark L and a robot location KF i,j is the set of locations F L L,KFi,j such that, for each C ∈ F L L,KFi,j , the two funnel constraints are satisfied:
where u c and u j are the coordinates of the image projection of L at locations C and KF i,j , respectively. If the robot is on the path toward keyframe j with the same heading direction, then two constraints are satisfied. As shown in figure 3a, if the constraints are satisfied then the robot lies within a region called the funnel lane. If the heading direction of the robot is not the same direction of keyframe j, the lines of the funnel lane are rotated by an angle depending on the angle that the robot has with destination keyframe j as shown in figure 3b .
Each feature must satisfy two constraints and so for each feature we have a funnel lane region created. By intersecting all funnel lanes, a final funnel lane is obtained which satisfies all of the feature constraints. Figure 4 shows an example of how the final funnel lane will be if we have two features.
A. Motion control based on standard funnel lane
The robot continually moves forward while it is inside the funnel lane, when the robot goes outside the funnel lane from the right side it gets left command and when the robot goes outside the funnel lane from the left side it gets a right command to keep it in the funnel lane. 
B. Limitations
Motion control based on standard funnel lane has some limitations, which as explained in the following:
1-Undefined type of turning:
Motion control based on funnel lane is actually a bangbang control. The robot is moving forward and it turns by an amount to the right or to the left depending on the command it gets [5] . The Standard funnel lane gives no information about the type of turning whether it is wide, sharp or rotation in place. In motion control based on funnel lane, the driving and the turning speed are set before the repeating phase and are not changed along the path, adaptively. Due to this limitation, the robot is not able to deal with all turning conditions such as rotation in place [13] and it cannot correct its direction easily when it deviates from the desired path especially in turnings.
2-Ambiguity of translation and rotation:
In the standard funnel lane, there is an ambiguity between translation (going straight) and rotation (turning) inside the funnel lane itself [5] . This ambiguity shows itself mainly when the final funnel lane created is not narrow enough. To make it more clear consider figure 5 where there are features just in the right side and the x coordinates of the destination features lay on the right side of the current features. In the first case, a turning causes the destination features lay on the right side of the current features (figure 5a). In the second case the path is straightforward and therefore the destination features lay on the right side of the current features (figure 5b). In the standard funnel lane, the two constraints are satisfied and the robot falls on the funnel lane, which means it will get a straightforward command. This causes the robot to deviate from the path if destination features laid on the right of the current features was from a rotation.
If there were features on the left side, the left features could help to reduce this problem. This explains why in standard funnel lane the matched features must appear in both sides. Furthermore, existing features on both sides of the image does not always resolve the ambiguity and the obtained funnel lane may remain wide. The features far from the center of the image create wide funnel lanes. Unfortunately, it is not guaranteed that the matched features lay on both sides and being near the center of the image. In turning conditions the remaining features will be sometimes shifted to one side. This problem also happens when the robot has deviated from the path. Even existing features on both sides of the image and near the center does not prevent from occurring this ambiguity because of losing features due to tracking failure or moving objects.
V. SLOPED FUNNEL LANE
Sloped funnel lane is an extended method of standard funnel lane. First, we will explain the sloped funnel lane. Then the motion control based on it will be described. After that, we will show how the sloped funnel lane can overcome the limitations of the standard funnel lane.
The standard funnel lane gives no information about the type of turning and there is an ambiguity between translation and rotation as explained. Standard funnel lane is created according to the fact that the features will move away from the center of the feature's coordinates toward the edge of the images.
Actually, standard funnel lane is created based on two constraints and it considers each feature individually. Another constraint can be considered by looking at all features together according to the fact that the features will move away from each other as the robot moves forward. So we can conclude To take the third constraint into account we add slopes to the standard funnel lane. The idea is inspired by the movement of a ball on a sloped surface. If the surface has a slope toward front, the ball moves forward. If the surface has a slope toward left or right sides the ball will roll to the left or right. Moreover, if the surface has a slope toward front and left /right side at the same time the ball will roll forward and tend to the left /right. Depending on the amount of the slope toward forward and toward left or right the ball will roll in different trajectories. In our case, the ball is the robot and the surface is the sloped funnel lane. To define such a surface we define the slope around y axis inversely proportional to the funnel constraints are satisfied:
And the funnel lane slope around y axis is β × (1 − (σ c /σ KFi,j )) and the slope around x axis is γ×(u j −u c )/|u j |.
where u c andu j are the coordinates of the image projection of L at the locations C and KF i,j , respectively. σ c and σ KFi,j are the standard deviation of the features coordinates at locations C and KF i,j , respectively. A method is needed to combine two sloped funnel lanes that represent each side. When there is no feature to represent one side, the final funnel lane is the same as the other funnel lane.
Otherwise the final sloped funnel lane will be the intersection of both standard funnel lanes with slope around y axis is β × (1 − (σ c /σ KFi,j )) (note that the standard deviation of both right and left features is considered) and the slope around x axis is obtained by summing their slopes around x axis which is γ × (µ j l − µ c l )/|µ j l | + (µ j r − µ c r )/|µ j r |. Figure 6 shows an example of summing these two slopes. The sum of two slopes in figure 6a will be positive and in figure 6b will be negative. Figure 7d shows the obtained sloped funnel lane when the robot heading angle is the same as the destination keyframe with a slope around y axis and no slope around x axis. Figure  7c demonstrates with the same conditions but with just a slope around x axis.
A. Motion control based on sloped funnel lane
The robot moves forward until it is inside a funnel lane with no slope around x axis. When the funnel lane has a positive slope around x axis greater than a specific threshold, the robot gets a left command depending on the slope around y axis and when it has a negative slope lower than a specific threshold, it gets a right command depending on the slope around y axis. In other words, the slope around x axis determines whether the robot has to turn or not and the slope around y axis determines the type of turning. If there is no slope around x axis the robot moves straight forward no matter of the slope around y axis is. Having same x slope, the less the y slope, the sharper the robot turns and vice versa. As the slope around y axis gets near zero, the turning command will be more like rotation in place. When the robot goes outside the sloped funnel lane from the right side it gets a left command and when the robot goes outside the sloped funnel lane from the left side it gets a right command depending on the slope around y axis to keep it in the funnel lane.
B. How sloped funnel lane overcomes limitations of standard funnel lane
The sloped funnel lane can deal with the limitations that are mentioned in section IV-B. Adding another constraint which is based on all features together can help to solve these limitations. We will demonstrate the limitations and explain how sloped funnel lane can handle them.
1-Undefined type of turning The type of turning is defined in sloped funnel lane. As we explained, the slope around x axis determines whether the robot has to turn or not, and the slope around y axis determines the kind of turning. For example, in a rotation in place conditions, the slope around y axis will be near zero which means that the sloped funnel lane can recognize it and send the appropriate command. In addition, if the robot deviates from the path especially in turnings, it can correct its direction by decreasing its translation speed and increasing rotation.
2-Ambiguity of translation and rotation As mentioned before, in the standard funnel lane an ambiguity in the funnel lane itself exists. In the sloped funnel lane, the ambiguity of rotation and the translation is resolved by adding the third constraint. In sloped funnel lane, even when the robot is in the sloped funnel lane, it is not free to move forward and its movement is determined by the slope around the x axis. Also, large funnel lane is not an important issue in sloped funnel lane. For example, in figure 5 , the standard funnel lane does not distinguish between both keyframes as we have shown before, but the sloped funnel lane distinguishes between them because the slope around y axis is different.
The reason is that the slope around y axis is inversely proportional to the standard deviation ratio which in the first case is closer to 1 than the second case. In both cases, a left command is sent. Therefore no funnel lane is created for the right features and slope around x axis will be positive. But in the first case, the robot turns sharper, and in the second case a turning near to moving straight forward occurs.
VI. KEYFRAME SWITCHING CRITERION
Funnel lane is a method to control a robot between two keyframes and how to move inside a segment. An important issue is how to define the criterion to switch to another keyframe. Mean square error between the coordinates of current features and features in the destination keyframe can be used as a criterion. Z. Chen and S. T. Birchfield [6] proposed a method based on MSE. In their method, switching happens when MSE increases. It supposed that the MSE error will become smaller as the robot moves toward the destination image, and the error is decreasing until reaching it. Actually, in our experiments, the error was not decreasing due to insensitive steering. A lot of switching happens because the criterion needs a very sensitive steering and steering a little more than necessary or even losing some features cause the MSE not to decrease. Another method [5] uses mean square error with odometry information to define a probability for switching. In [13] the switching criterion is based on comparing RANSAC 2 points and RANSAC 5 points. This method needs RANSAC calculation which is time-consuming. Another method is based on matching two successive keyframes [2] . Therefore a matching is required for every cycle to know when to switch.
In our work, a method based on the third constraint defined in the sloped funnel lane is used. When StdRatio(currentimage, destinationkeyf rame) becomes greater than 1 and the Euclidean distance of the median of both coordinates ED(currentimage, destinationkeyf rame) becomes less than a threshold, a switching happens.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Real experiments were conducted on a robot with a VEX platform [23]. The robot uses an IP camera and sends the images 320 × 200 using WIFI to the laptop. Blob features are used in this paper. A well-known blob detection technique Fig. 8 : The robot is used to evaluate the proposed navigation method is SIFT [8] that uses the difference of Gaussian operator to detect features. SURF [7] is a speeded-up version of SIFT. It approximates the Gaussian with a box filter and the convolution with a box filter can be calculated simultaneously for different scales. In our experiments, we choose SURF detectors to speed up the navigation algorithm and its length is chosen to be 64. Larger length gives more accuracy but it decreases the speed of features matching. For feature tracking KanadeLucasTomasi (KLT) algorithm with default block size [31 31] is used. The algorithm is executed on a laptop and the commands are sent to the robot for path following. The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB 2016 on a VAIO laptop (core i7 1.73GHz). The robot is shown in figure 8 . First, the robot is controlled manually from the laptop while recording a video from the traversed path. After that, the visual path is constructed as explained in the previous sections. Then, the robot is placed on the same initial point and is controlled by the algorithm running on the laptop to follow the recorded visual path.
The method used for visual navigation after creating the visual path is presented in algorithm 1.
In section V-B we explained how sloped funnel lane outperforms standard funnel lane. In this section, we compare the two methods in six practical scenarios. Moreover, two paths are chosen to compare the accuracy and the repeatability of our method with the standard funnel lane.
First, the visual path is created. Then the robot is placed at the initial point and it tries to follow the visual path once with the sloped funnel lane and again with the standard funnel lane. Figure 9 shows the features in the current image and the features matched with them in the destination keyframe. Also StdRatio(c, KF i,1 ) is shown at the top of the figure.
A. Six practical scenarios
The goal is to evaluate the path following ability of both algorithms in six challenging scenarios. Three scenarios are if StdRatio(C, KF i,j+1 ) > 1 and ED(C, KF i,j+1 ) < T hreshold or switch = true then A switching to the next segment is happens 10:
C=capture the current image 12: Detect surf features of C
13:
Match features of C with KF i,j 14:
else Control inside a segment 16: if N of F > T hreshold then Suffecient features remained 17: Track the matched features with KLT indoor and the rest are outdoor. Two of the three chosen indoor scenarios are short and challenging, while the other one is almost a straight path. The first one is a 9-meter path inside a room with narrow space. First, the robot is controlled to follow the path after that the robot is placed at the same initial point.
In the first trial, the robot follows the path with the standard funnel lane and in the second trial, it follows the path with sloped funnel lane. Figure 10a shows the teaching path and both paths followed by the robot with the standard and sloped funnel lane. The robot was not able to follow the path by standard funnel lane and it hits the chair. The reason is that the type of turning is undefined in the standard funnel lane and the robot turns by a constant speed. A small deviation from the desired path or switching later than it should, make it impossible to correct its direction especially in such a scenario with narrow space. The second scenario is another 6-meter path with one turning to the left and with wide space. The robot in the repeating phase is placed two meters in front of the initial point in the teaching phase. Figure 10b shows the followed paths with both methods. Even though in the standard funnel lane the robot constantly gets left commands, it is not able to follow the path because it is placed two meters in front of the initial point. The sloped funnel lane was able to correct its direction because it gets a sharper turning command to get back on the desired path.
The third indoor path is almost straight 25 meters in a corridor as shown in 10c. The results were very close and both methods followed the path successfully.
We have chosen three outdoor scenarios. The first one is a parking lot. The robot is controlled to park between two cars near each other as shown in 11a. Both methods get perform equally well. But in standard funnel lane the robot the robot corrects its direction hardly and it gets closer to the side of the car which increases failure risk. Another outdoor scenario is a closed loop path with a dynamic situation. In the teaching phase the robot is controlled to follow a looped path, and in the repeating phase two of the parked cars are left and the ability to follow the path with both methods is checked. Figure 11b shows the results of both methods. The gray cars are the ones left in the repeating phase. The robot failed to follow the path by standard funnel lane because a lot of features of one side were lost which causes a wide funnel lane and ambiguity between translation and rotation. Last outdoor scenario is a path with wide turning and as shown in figure  11c both methods follow the path successfully.
B. Accuracy and repeatability comparison
The six practical scenarios showed the ability of both methods to follow some challenging paths. In this section, we compare the accuracy and the repeatability of both methods. Two indoor paths are chosen and the experience was repeated for ten times by both algorithms. The first one is a 10meter path with one sharp turn to the left and low texture indoor environment. Figure 12 shows the selected keyframes that create the visual path of the route. The second one is a 10 meter indoor almost straight route. The distance between the final point reached by the robot and the desired final point is calculated. The average RMS Euclidean distance and the standard deviation which expresses the accuracy and the repeatability of the algorithms are shown in table I. Actually, the robot fails to follow the path in the sharp turn with the standard funnel lane. The reason is that in this turning the remaining features in the image are shifted to one side which causes the standard funnel lane to fail, while the sloped funnel lane was able to follow the path successfully in most cases.
It is noteworthy that sloped funnel lane is as good as standard funnel lane and the experiments performed shows the deficiencies of standard funnel lane has been able to successfully solve. Two additional experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. The first one is a 30-meter indoor path inside the department and the second one is a 70-meter outdoor path inside IUT campus. Figure 13a and figure 13b show the results. The most important thing in experiments is to consider the assumptions mentioned in section II.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a qualitative visual navigation based on sloped funnel lane concept was proposed. In the teaching phase, the robot is controlled manually to follow a path. In the repeating phase, the robot has to follow the desired path autonomously. First, a visual path was created by selecting some keyframes from the video taken by the robot in the teaching phase. After that in the repeating phase, the concept of the sloped funnel lane which overcomes some limitations of the standard funnel lane was introduced. The proposed sloped funnel lane, unlike the standard funnel lane, can deal with different turning conditions including rotation in place. As well it reduces the ambiguity of translation and rotation which may occur in the standard funnel lane. As a result, a more robust and reliable method than the standard funnel lane has been proposed.
The limitations of the standard funnel lane were explained in details and we demonstrated how our proposed sloped funnel lane overcomes them. Moreover, some experiments were conducted on a real robot and the results showed that our proposed method outperforms the standard funnel lane.
